
 
 
 
Happy Holidays from our family to yours! 
 
It's been an interesting year.  One thing that separates humans from other animals is our 
adaptability.  We've sure learned to adapt to changing conditions during 2020. 
 
In early December, 2019, when some extra money came our way, the thought occurred, 
"What might it be like to have Christmas this year on a cruise ship?"  As I looked into it, 
several potential roadblocks came up, and quickly fell by the wayside.  As the planning 
continued, it became clear that this might just happen.  A cruise that fit our schedule left 
New Orleans on the date that worked for us, and then we thought, "What about travelling 
down on the City of New Orleans Amtrak train?"  That worked out too.  We booked a hotel 
in Milwaukee that agreed to let us leave our car, caught the train to Chicago, then boarded 
the CONO where we had a snug little sleeper car.  The ride was an adventure, as was the 
riverboat cruise on the Mississippi.  We spent a couple of nights in a hotel getting to know 
New Orleans, then hopped on our cruise ship, destination Caribbean.  2019 Christmas was 
unique.  
 
Blissfully unaware of the upcoming pandemic, we managed to get a trip in this January to 
visit Steve and John in West Virginia.  The pickup was the vehicle of choice because we were 
delivering a Shopsmith that I'd found on Craigslist to Steve and John.  A good halfway point 
on the trip was Detroit, so a visit to the Detroit Art Institute was also planned.  We'd visited 
the DAI the previous year, and stayed at the Motor City Casino while visiting the art gallery.  
The room and food at the casino were nice, but the trip to the gallery was long enough 
require an Uber.  This year we stayed at a B&B a block away from the DIA.  Called The Inn on 
Ferry Street, it consisted of three renovated mansions.  Our room was upstairs in the third 
building, and as near as we could tell, there were no other guests in that building for the 
nights we were there.  As usual the DIA was fabulous.   
 
Next day we finished the drive to Morgantown, WV.  After unloading and explaining the tool 
to Steve the best I could, we settled in for a visit with the guys, and were also able to 
celebrate Alice's birthday.  It was a very pleasant trip, and one we're hoping to do again 
once things settle down in the world. 
 
For some years now, our habit has been to get up early Monday mornings to meet our 
friends at the Feedmill Restaurant in Tapiola for breakfast.  We always sat at the same table, 
and the waitresses knew our order mostly without having to ask.  After enjoying each 
other's company for an hour or so, Alice would head back home while I'd make the trip to 
town to do the week's errands.  The last time we were able to maintain this habit was 
March 9.  Since then we've made some adjustments. 
 
We no longer eat in restaurants.  Our grocery orders are placed online about every 2 weeks.  
A time to pick up our stuff is scheduled, and the staff at the store load up the trunk for us 
with minimal interaction.  Once home, everything goes on the dining room table, where it is 
disinfected and then put away.  With very few exceptions, we haven't been inside any 
stores since March 9.  The new system does not work as well as the old one, but gets us 
most of the things we need.  Amazon has seen an uptick in orders from us too. 
 
The Tapiola Players were working on another production written and directed by Melvin 
Kangas.  Rehearsals were coming along and the set construction was in progress.  Then the 
pandemic hit and it was postponed for what we hoped was a few months.  Now the whole 
thing is mothballed and may not see the light of day. 
 
Gardening is one thing that did not change much in 2020.  The process started in late fall 
with the planting of 3 rows of garlic.  In March tomato plants were started from seeds.  
When the weather and wind cooperated, we put on the greenhouse cover, and started 
planting, mulching, and weeding in earnest.  Our efforts produced a bumper crop of 



tomatoes, and as of December 10, there are still a few fresh ones.  We had good crops of 
onions, garlic, beans, peas, beets, carrots, and others.  Alice kept up with the preserving, 
and continues to turn out tasty food for us day after day from the freezer.  As the tomatoes 
kept coming, the dehydrator kept going.  Coupled with gallons of sauce in the freezer, our 
need for tomatoes is certain to be met for another year.  We wound up buying about 50# of 
plums from the local fruit stand this year, and used a juicer to get about 7 gallons of lovely 
plum juice which is in the basement turning into next year's plum wine.  Also white and 
purple grape wine, and blueberry are awaiting bottling.  Our cherry crop was a bust this year 
so hopefully there will be a good crop next year.  Winemaking is one of the more interesting 
projects I do.  And Alice, my favorite taster, helps decide which tweaks are necessary to 
continue improving the product. 
 
For more than 35 years, our family has participated in the Little Brothers holiday meals at 
the Doelle Center in Tapiola.  This year the Easter meal was cancelled.  The Thanksgiving 
celebration consisted of "delivery only" meals, and a local family volunteered to prepare the 
food and organize delivery.  Our hats were off to them, since many members of our 
community anticipate and appreciate the holiday meals in Tapiola.  Christmas is still being 
discussed at this time.  Alice and I have already excused ourselves. 
 
After much deliberation, the local planning committee decided to cancel this year's July 4 
parade in Tapiola.  We waited to see what others were planning to do with their parades, 
and finally threw in the towel.  Hopefully things will be favorable for a 2021 July 4 parade.  
Fingers crossed. 
 
We're as proud as parents can be of our guys Steve and John.  John completed his MBA at 
UWV Morgantown in the Spring.  Then they started a business called Dapper Precautions.  
If you haven't yet had the chance to look at the masks they are selling, you have a treat in 
store for you.  Steve's theater experience prepared him in the art of sewing.  He is now able 
to make some money from his trusty Singer sewing machine.  All the non-disposable masks 
we wear come from them, so I can say from experience they work well and look great.  
https://www.dapperprecautions.com/ 
 
Although surgery was delayed this year, the cataract in my right eye was finally repaired this 
fall.  Three follow-up examinations confirmed that the eye is healing.  This time during the 
procedure I was given a smaller dose of anesthetic so I was able to listen to, and sometimes 
feel, the operation as it progressed.  I still remember the little sounds the suction device 
made as my old lens was being removed.  I told the surgeon that I regretted not having 3 
eyes because I was so interested in the whole procedure. 
 
Things are going well at the new Otter Lake Fire Department facility.  We're still settling in, 
are really enjoying the extra room, the nice lights, and especially the power door openers.  
There are a million headaches involved with running a fire department, but every run I go 
on reminds me why we do this important volunteer work.  It warms my heart to regularly 
witness the selfless volunteerism of the men and women of our department. 
 
Let the record show that we are optimistic about 2021.  By working together, getting 
information from knowledgeable experts, and concentrating on what brings us together 
instead of what drags us apart, we'll have a chance to turn this thing around.  Processes 
seem to be in place for positive progress in the new year.  We wish you all good things this 
holiday season. 
 

 


